Regional Conference

on

TRENDS AND CHALLENGES IN IMPLEMENTING
ANTI-CORRUPTION STRATEGIES

Skopje, 25 November 2014

AGENDA
Monday, November 24

20:00  Icebreaker / social event
Venue: Restaurant Kamnik

Transfer from Hotel Arka at 19:30

Tuesday, November 25

8:30 – 9:00  Registration of participants

9:00 – 09:30  Opening of the Conference
Chair: Mr. Radu Cotici, Head of Regional Anti-corruption Initiative Secretariat

Opening statements

- **Mr. Adnan Jashari**, Minister of Justice, Republic of Macedonia
- **Mr. Gjorgi Slamkov**, President of the State Commission for Prevention of Corruption, Republic of Macedonia
- **Mr. Davor Dubravica**, Chairman, Regional Anti-corruption Initiative
- **Ambassador Branimir Mandic**, Director, RACVIAC – Centre for Security Cooperation

09:30 – 10:30  Morning Session: Anti-corruption Strategies Development and Fulfillment
Moderator: Mr. Davor Dubravica, Chairperson, Regional Anti-corruption Initiative

Presentations

- **Mr. Kiro Cvetkov**, Regional Anti-corruption Initiative
- **Ms. Edlira Nasi**, Unit on Internal Administrative Control and Anti-Corruption, Prime Minister’s Office, Albania
- **Mr. Emir Basic**, Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption, Bosnia and Herzegovina
- **Mr. Rosen Kukushev**, Ministry of Interior, Bulgaria
- Questions
10:30 – 11:00  Coffee break

11:00 – 12:00  Presentations
- **Mr. Mladen Tomovic**, Directorate for Anti-corruption Initiative, Montenegro
- **Ms. Maja Baricevic**, Ministry of Justice, Croatia
- **Ms. Jelena Deretic**, Ministry of Justice, Serbia
- **Ms. Borjan Gjuzelov**, Macedonian Center for International Cooperation NGO
- **Questions**

12:00 – 13:00  Lunch break

13:00 – 14:30  Afternoon Session: Anti-corruption Strategies Monitoring and Evaluation

*Moderator:* Ms. Marija Zuzek, Programme Manager, RACVIAC

Presentations
- **Prof. Dr. Ömer Faruk Gençkaya**, Turkey
- **Mr. Vladimir Georgiev**, State Commission for Prevention of Corruption, Republic of Macedonia
- **Mr. Valeriu Cupcea**, National Anti-corruption Center, Republic of Moldova
- **Mr. Ruslan Stefanov**, Coordinator, Southeast European Leadership for Development and Integrity;
- **Questions**

14:30 – 15:00  Coffee break

15:00 – 16:30  Presentations
- **Ms. Marijana Obradovic** and **Ms. Ana Jerosimic**, Anti-corruption Agency, Serbia
- **Mr. Ronan O’Laoire**, UNODC
- **Questions**
- **Draft structure of the Regional Methodology – Mr. Tilman Hoppe**, anti-corruption expert
16:30 – 17:00  

Closing Session

Recommendations and Conclusions of the Conference

Rapporteur: Mr. Ruslan Stefanov, Coordinator, Southeast European Leadership for Development and Integrity (SELDI)

Closing Statements
- Ambassador Branimir Mandic, Director, RACVIAC – Centre for Security Cooperation
- Mr. Radu Cotici, Head of RAI Secretariat